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1. INTRODUCTION
 s.The special linear group SL p is the group of 2 = 2-matrices of2
determinant 1 over the field F s with ps-elements. Its representations overp
w xfields of characteristic 0 have been already investigated by Schur 11 . Also
its modular representation theory is well understood; the irreducible
s . w xF SL p modules are described in 2 . Even the Loewy series of thep 2
s .  w x.projective indecomposable F SL p modules are known cf. 1 so onep 2
might hope to be able to describe the ring-theoretic structure of the group
 s.ring of SL p over p-adic integers. For odd primes p, the principal2
 s. w x2-block of Z SL p is investigated in 10, Chapter VII . For the odd2 2
 s.primes q / p, the blocks of Z SL p have cyclic defect. Therefore, theyq 2
are described by the general theory of blocks with cyclic defect groups cf.
w w x.  s.10, Chapter VII, 8 . So the open case is the group ring Z SL p . Itsp 2
blocks of defect greater than 0 have an elementary abelian defect group of
s w x  s.order p . By 5 , the p-decomposition numbers of SL p are 0 or 1, so2
wthe group ring is strongly related to a graduated order in the sense of 10,
xDefinition II.1 . Here we treat the first nontrivial case s s 2. In this case,
the Cartan invariants are relatively small and the methods developed in
w x10 essentially suffice to describe the graduated hull of the group ring,
which allows to read off the irreducible lattices. Here we give an explicit
description of the basic order which is Morita equivalent to the group ring.
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 2 .So let G [ SL p . Let K be the unramified quadratic extension of2
the field Q of p-adic numbers and R the ring of integers in K. Using thep
w xdecomposition numbers as given in 5 , one finds the interesting fact that
the graduated hull of the blocks of RG only depend on one parameter
 .each cf. Theorem 4.1 . This constant can be determined investigating the
subring RB, where B is the normalizer of a Sylow-p-subgroup in G cf.
.Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 . The subring RG is a subdirect product of the
components of the graduated hull G of RG. Let e and e9 be orthogonal
idempotents of RG that map onto two different central primitive idempo-
 .tents of RGrJ RG . Then the order eRGe is already determined by the
 .fact that RG is a symmetric order cf. Lemma 4.7 . The possibilities for the
eRGe-e9RGe9-bimodule eRGe9 are less restricted if it belongs to more than
two components of G. In this case, the amalgamations can be obtained by
 .  .looking at a subgroup SL p of G cf. Propositions 4.10 and 4.11 . A list2
summarizing the used notation may be found at the end of the paper.
2. DECOMPOSITION NUMBERS
Throughout the paper, let p be an odd prime. A useful description of
 s.the decomposition numbers and the Cartan invariants of the group SL p2
w x  w x.in characteristic p can be found in 5 cf. also 3 . Let F be the Frobenius
automorphism x ¬ x p of k [ F s. For a k-vector space V, let V  i. be thep
vector space obtained by twisting V i-times with F, hence V  i. s V with
p i  .  .scalar multiplication x ? ¨ [ x ¨ x g k, ¨ g V . The group SL k acts2
a bw x  .as a group of automorphisms on the algebra k X, Y , where sends Xc d
and Y to dX y bY, ycX q aY, respectively. For 0 F l - p, let M :l
w xk X, Y be the subspace of homogeneous polynomials of degree l and for
l s sy1 l pi with 0 F l - p, letis0 i i
M [ M m M 1. m ??? m M  sy1. .l l k l k k l0 1 sy1
The modules kM form a system of representatives of the isomorphisml
s .classes of simple SL p -modules over the algebraic closure k of k.2
 s.The characters of the absolutely irreducible CSL p -modules are2
 .  .s s1, d , d 9, d , . . . , d , St, h, h9, h , . . . , h , where h 1 s h9 1 s1  p y1.r2 1  p y3.r2
 s .  .  .  s .  . s  . sp q 1 r2, d 1 s d 9 1 s p y 1 r2, d 1 s p y 1, and h 1 s p qi i
1. The character h is the induction of the character of the Borel subgroupi
s t u .  .B, the normalizer of a Sylow-p-subgroup of SL p , defined by ¬y12 0 t
z si for all u g k and a fixed generator t of the multiplicative group ofp y1
k. One has h s s h q h9 and h s 1 q St. The characters d can be p y1.r2 0 i
distinguished by restricting them to the nonsplit torus S ( C s Fp q1
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 s.SL p . Let a be a generator of the group of irreducible characters of S.2
Then one can numerate the d such thati
j < s i yid s 2 a j ' i mod 2 , 0 F j F p y a y a 4 .i < S
 s . sfor 1 F i F p q 1 r2, where d s d q d 9. p q1.r2
To describe the decomposition numbers, define for l s sy1 l pi theis0 i
sets
sy1
s iÄ<W l s 0 F n F p y 1 n s e l p for some e , . . . , e s "1 , .  i i 0 sy1 5
is0
 4where is the bijection of the set 0, . . . , p y 1 defined by x s p y 1 y x.ÄÄ
e  .  .  s  ..Moreover, let V l s W l j p y e y W l for e s "1.
 s . 1.For j s 1, . . . , p y 3 r2, let d [ d be the multiplicity of thel, j l, h j
Brauer character belonging to M in the restriction of h to the p-regularl j
 s. y1.   s . .classes of SL p . Analogously, let d [ d j s 1, . . . , p y 1 r2 ,2 l, j l, d j
d s1. [ d s d , and d sy1. [ d s d . Then one getsl,  p y1.r2 l, h l, h 9 l,  p q1.r2 l, d l, d 9
the following.
w x.  . e . e  .THEOREM 2.1 5, Theorem 2.7 . a d s 1 if j g V l and 0l, j
otherwise.
 . sb d s 1 if l s p y 1 and 0 otherwise. d s 1 if l s 0 and 0l, St l, 1
otherwise.
3. THE CASE s s 2
 2 .Now let s s 2 and G [ SL p . Let K be the unramified extension of2
 .2degree 2 of Q and R the ring of integers in K. Then K, R, F is ap p
p-modular splitting system for G. The ring RG has three blocks, one of
which is of defect 0, the other two are of defect 2; the principal block and
the one containing the faithful irreducible characters of G.
The irreducible p-modular characters l s l q l p fall into four cate-0 1
gories according to the parity of the l . The Brauer character l is calledi
e¨en if l and l are even and odd if both l and l are odd. Note that0 1 0 1
 .the even and odd characters not equal to 0 are the nonfaithful irre-
ducible Brauer characters that belong to the principal block of RG. The
 .faithful irreducible Brauer characters satisfy l k l mod 2 . They are0 1
 .  .called of type eo respectively oe if l is even respectively odd .0
DEFINITION 3.1. Let l s l q l p and l9 s lX q lX p be two irre-0 1 0 1
ducible p-Brauer characters belonging to the same block of G. l and l9
X  X .are called equi¨ alent modulo 2 if l y l and hence also l y l is even.0 0 1 1
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For two irreducible p-Brauer characters l, l9 of a finite group H, the
Cartan invariant is defined as c s  d d where x runs over alll, l9 x l, x l9, x
complex irreducible characters of H.
LEMMA 3.2. Let l, l9 be two different irreducible Brauer characters
belonging to the same block of RG. If l and l9 are equi¨ alent modulo 2, then
 .  .W l l W l9 s B and the Cartan in¨ariant c F 1.l, l9
Ä Ä ÄX ÄXProof. Let l s l q l p and l9 s l q l p be equivalent modulo 2.0 1 0 1
X X X X  .  .Assume that e l q e l p s e l q e l p g W l l W l9 . Without0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
loss of generality, we assume that l G lX and e s 1. Then 0 F l y0 0 0 0
X X  X X .  . X Xe l s p e l y e l F 2 p y 1 - 2 p. Hence either l s e l and0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
then l s l9 or l y e X lX s p is odd. Hence, if l and l9 are equivalent0 0 0
 .  .modulo 2, then W l l W l9 s B and otherwise the intersection con-
tains at most one element. Assume that l and l9 are equivalent modulo 2
 .  2  .. 2and let n g W l l p y e y W l9 . Since 0 F n F p y e , one has
n s e l q pl s p2 y e y e X lX y plX . Hence e l q e X lX s p2 y e y0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
 X . Xl q l p. This determines e and e since the right-hand side is1 1 0 0
nonzero. The only possibility to have c s 2 is that l q lX s p andl, l9 1 1
e l q e X lX s ye s "1. This contradicts the assumption that l and l90 0 0 0
are equivalent modulo 2.
w xFrom 5, Theorem 3.10 , one gets the following lemma.
LEMMA 3.3. Let l / l9.
 .  2 .  .  .a If p y e r2 f W l l W l9 for e s "1, then c F 2.l, l9
 .  2 .  .  .b If p y e r2 g W l l W l9 for e s "1, then c s 4.l, l9
There are exactly two pairs l, l9 of p-Brauer characters of G with
 .c s 4, namely, the two p-modular constituents l [ p y 1 r2 ql, l9 I
 . X  .  .p p y 1 r2 and l [ p y 3 r2 q p p y 3 r2 of h and h9 and the twoI
 .  . F Xp-modular constituents g [ p y 1 r2 q p p y 3 r2 and g \ g s
 .  .p y 3 r2 q p p y 1 r2 of d and d 9.
If x is an irreducible Frobenius character of G, then let x be theÃ
Brauer character obtained by restricting x to the p-regular classes of G.
 .LEMMA 3.4. i If x is an irreducible Frobenius character of G, then xÃ
has at most four irreducible constituents.
 .ii If x is not faithful, then at most two of these p-modular constituents
are e¨en, respecti¨ ely odd.
 .iii If x is faithful, then at most two of these p-modular constituents ha¨e
type oe respecti¨ ely eo.
Ã ÃProof. With Theorem 2.1, one gets that 1 and St are irreducible and
X Ã ÃXh s h9 s l q l and d s d s g q g 9. Now assume that x is not oneÃ Ã I I
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of these six characters. Let e s 1 if x s h and e s y1 if x s dj j
 2 .  .for some 0 - j - p y e r2. Writing p s l q pl s y p y l q1 2 1
 . 2  .  .p l q 1 and p y e y j s g q pg s y p y g q p g q 1 with2 1 2 1 2
0 F g , g , l , l - p, one gets the modular constituents of x and the1 2 1 2
lemma follows immediately.
  2 . 4COROLLARY 3.5. Let x s d for some j g 1, . . . , p y 1 r2 and e [j
  2 . 4y1 or x s h for some j g 1, . . . , p y 3 r2 and e [ 1. Then x hasÃj
 .  .  .three constituents if j ' 0 or ye mod p or j F p y e and j, e / p, y1 .
The characters d and d ha¨e only two p-modular constituents. In all otherp 1
cases, x has four constituents.Ã
Let L be a block of RG of defect ) 0. Then one may define a graph
whose vertices are the nontrivial irreducible complex characters x / 1 of
G that belong to the block L. Two characters x and x 9 are connected by
an edge, if they have two p-modular constituents in common. The follow-
 .ing lemma together with Lemma 4.9 below shows that the quotient of
this graph by the action of the Frobenius automorphism is connected.
 .  2 .LEMMA 3.6. i If 0 - j - p y 1 r2, then d and h ha¨e two com-j j
mon p-modular constituents.
 .  2 .ii If p - j F p y 1 r2, then d and h ha¨e two common p-j jy2
modular constituents.
a b .  .  .iii Let F g Out G denote the automorphism that maps toc d
a p b p 2 2 .  .  .   .  .. If p q 3 r 2 p - j F p y 1 resp. 2 F j F p q 3 r 2 p andp pc d
.  .F  2 . p ) 3 , then d s d , where j9 s p q 1 y pj G p q 1 resp. j9 s pj Gj j9
.p q 1 .
 .  2 .Proof. i Let j s l q pl . Since j - p y 1 r2, one gets l -1 2 2
 .  .py1. So if l )0, then the decomposition jsy pyl qp l q11 1 2
Ãyields the second common constituent of d and h . If l s 0, then j s plÃj j 1 2
2  . 2with l ) 0. But then p q 1 y j s 1 q p p y l and p y 1 y j s2 2
 . 2y1 q p p y l , so p q 1 y j yields the second common constituent of2
Ã  .  .d and h . If l - 0, then l G 1 and j s p q l q p l y 1 yields theÃj j 1 2 1 2
Ãsecond common constituent of d and h .Ãj j
 . 2 2  .ii Clearly p q 1 y j s p y 1 y j y 2 s g q pg gives rise to1 2
Ã  .a common constituent of d and h . If j ' 1 mod p , then j s 1 q l pÃj jy2 2
and j y 2 s y1 q l p; hence j yields a second common modular con-2
 . 2  .stituent. If j ) p q 1 and j k 1 mod p , then p q 1 y j - p p y 1 and
2 2  .  .  .p q 1 y j s p y 1 y j y 2 s g q pg s y p y g q p g q 11 2 1 2
gives the two common p-modular constituents of d and h .j jy2
 .iii Clear.
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 2 .4. THE RING RSL p2
 2 .To describe the R-order RSL p , the language of exponent matrices2
w xdeveloped in 10 is used. For simplicity we assume that p ) 3.
Let K 9 be a finite extension of the field Q of p-adic numbers R9 thep
ring of integers in K 9. An R9-order L in a semisimple K 9-algebra A is
called graduated if there are orthogonal idempotents e , . . . , e in L such1 r
that e Le is a maximal order in e Ae . Let D be a finite-dimensionali i i i
K 9-division algebra with maximal order V and prime element p . Let L be
n=n  .a graduated R9-order in D . Let J L be the Jacobson radical of L and
e , . . . , e be orthogonal idempotents of L that map onto the central1 r
 .primitive idempotents of LrJ L . Then the orders e Le are maximali i
 ni=n i .orders ( V for some n eN and e Le is an e Le -e Le bimodule,i i j i i j j
m i j n i=n j  .hence isomorphic to p V for some m g Z. If one puts M [ mi j i j
 .where m s 0 , theni i
n=n < m i j n i=n jL ( L V , n , . . . , n , M [ X [ X g D X g p V . .  . 41 r i j i j
M is called the exponent matrix of L. The entries of M satisfy m q m Gi j jk
m and m q m ) 0 for i / j.i k i j ji
Now let H be a finite group and L s R9H be a group ring and let
f , . . . , f be the central primitive idempotents of K 9H. Assume that the1 t
decomposition numbers of H are less than or equal to 1 and that, for all
 .  .1 F i F t, the center Z L f is the maximal order in Z K 9Hf . Then thei i
Ä torders f L are graduated orders in f K 9H and L [ [ f L is thei i iis1
unique graduated hull of L. Automorphisms and antiautomorphisms of
f L give rise to linear equalities between the entries of the exponenti
Ä  w  .x.matrices of L in an obvious way cf. 10, Proposition IV.1 .
Another important tool to determine these entries are the amalgama-
 wtion matrices of the projective indecomposable L-lattices cf. 10, Defini-
 .x.  < <.tion IV.6 . For j s 1, . . . , t, let u [ d r H f , where d is the degreej j j j
of an absolutely irreducible constituent of the K 9-irreducible character
that belongs to f . Then L is a symmetric order in K 9H with respect toj
t  .the generalized trace map T : a ¬  trace u a , where trace is theu js1 j j j
Äreduced trace of the K 9-algebra K 9Hf . The conductor of L in L is thej
Ä t  .maximal L-ideal [ L l f L contained in L. Since L is symmetric, thisjs1 j
Äconductor coincides with the dual of L with respect to T , which can beu
w  .xcalculated with the conductor formula 10, Theorem III.8 . Let e , . . . , e1 r
be orthogonal idempotents in L that map onto the central primitive
 .idempotents in LrJ L . For i s 1, . . . , r, let S be the simple L-modulei
corresponding to the idempotent e and P be its projective cover. Theni i
 t .the conductor formula also gives the multiplicity of S in [ f P ri js1 j k
 t  ..  .[ f P l P 1 F k F r in terms of the corresponding entries in thejs1 j k k
Ä  w  .x.exponent matrices of L cf. 10, Theorem IV.4 .
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 2 .Let G s SL p and R be as above. For e s "1 and 0 - j -2
 2 . e . e . e .p y e r2, let L be the graduated order f RG, where f is thej j j
central primitive idempotent of KG that belongs to d , respectively h , ifj j
y1. y1.9 y1. y1.9 e s y1, respectively 1. Let L , L and f , f respectively
1. 1.9 1. 1.9.L , L and f , f be the corresponding orders and central primitive
 . idempotents that belong to d , d 9 respectively h, h9 . Finally, let f resp.0
.f denote the idempotent of KG that corresponds to the trivial characterSt
 .1 resp. to the Steinberg character St .
Notation. For the graduated orders, we use the following notation: The
rows and columns of the exponent matrices are indexed by irreducible
 .Brauer characters of G and not by their degree and V s R is omitted.
 .   .  . .Hence L l , . . . , l , M [ L R, l 1 , . . . , l 1 , M .1 s 1 s
 4THEOREM 4.1. There are c , c g 1, 2 such that, for all e s "1 ando e
 2 . e . e .0 - j - p y e r2, the orders L are as follows, where c s c if Lj e j
belongs to the principal block of RG and c s c if the order belongs to theo
faithful block of RG:
F 0 cy1. y1.L s L ( L p p y 2 , p y 2 q p p y 1 , . .  .  . .p 1  / /0 0
 .  .If j / ye , ye p and either j ' 0 mod p or j ' ye mod p or j F p y e ,
then
0 c 2
e .L ( L l , l , l , ,0 0 1j 1 2 3  / /0 c y 1 0
where the irreducible Brauer characters l and l are equi¨ alent modulo 2. In1 3
all other cases,
0 c c 2
0 0 1 1e .L ( L l , l , l , l , ,j 1 2 3 4 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 c y 1 c y 1 0
where the irreducible Brauer characters l and l are equi¨ alent modulo 2.1 4
Proof. The rows and columns of the exponent matrix of Le . arej
indexed by the p-modular constituents of the corresponding Frobenius
character d or h , the number of which follows from Corollary 3.5. Onej j
may always normalize the exponent matrix in such a way that the first
column contains zeros only by writing the order with respect to a suitable
basis of the projective Le .-lattice whose head corresponds to the firstj
constituent. This also has the consequence that the entries of the exponent
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matrix are nonnegative. Let me j. denote the entry of the exponent matrixl, l9
of Le . that corresponds to the two constituents l, l9. Then, for l / l9,j
e j. e j. w  .x e j.one gets 0 - m q m F 2. By 10, Corollary IV.7 , one has m ql, l9 l9, l l, l9
me j. s 2 if the Cartan invariant c s 1.l9, l l, l9
Assume that the irreducible ordinary character belonging to Le . hasj
four p-modular constituents, l , . . . , l , ordered in such a way that l and1 4 1
l , resp. l and l , are equivalent modulo 2. Then c s c s 1 and4 2 3 l , l l , l1 4 2 3
the exponent matrix of Le . isj
0 y x 2
0 0 2 y a u2
.
0 a 0 z2 00 u z 01 1
Since the character d , resp. h , is self-dual, the order Le . is invariantj j j
t r y1  e ..under the involution l ¬ Ql Q l g L for a nonsingular G-j
invariant symmetric bilinear form Q on the corresponding irreducible
KG-module. Since all Brauer characters of G are self-dual, this yields the
following equalities:
z s z q x y 2, u s u q y y 2, a s 2 y a q y y x .1 2 1 2
 .  4The last equation implies that x ' y mod 2 and therefore x s y g 1, 2
and a s 1. If x s y s 2, one gets z s z s 1 and u s u s 1. If x s1 2 1 2
y s 1, then z s z y 1 and u s u y 1 imply that z s 1 s u and1 2 1 2 2 2
z s u s 0. Hence the exponent matrix of Le . is as in the proposition1 1 j
e .  4  .with c replaced by some constant c g 1, 2 . The other easier cases arej
dealt with analogously.
e1. e1. e 2 . e 2 . wNow assume that c s 2 s d d q d d . Then by 10, Corol-l, l9 j, l j, l9 i, l i, l9
 .x e1 j. e1 j. e 2 i. e 2 i.lary IV.7 , m q m s m q m . Hence, by Lemma 3.6, onel, l9 l9, l l, l9 l9, l
1. y1.  2 . 1. y1.gets that c s c for 0 - j - p y 1 r2 and c s c for p - j Fj j jy2 j
 2 .  . y1. y1.p y 1 r2. Using the notation of Lemma 3.6 iii , it holds that c s cj j9
for 2 F j F p y 1, because the Frobenius automorphism induces a Z -p
automorphism of RG and therefore an isomorphism between Ly1. andj
Ly1.. Therefore one gets the same constant c s ce . for all even j andj9 e j
e .c s c for all odd j.o j
PROPOSITION 4.2. c s 1.e
Proof. We only deal with the principal block of RG, so let B ( C =p
 2 .2C : C be the normalizer of the Sylow-p-subgroup of PSL p . B isp  p y1.r2 2
 2 .isomorphic to a subgroup of index 2 in the affine group A [ Aff 1, p s
a b U . < 42 2agF , bgF . The group A has one faithful character x ofp p0 1
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 2 .  2 . 2degree p y 1 and p y 1 linear characters x , x , . . . , x indexed0 1 p y2
in such a way that x is the ith power of x . The Brauer characters x areÃi 1 i
 2 . 2the characters of the p y 1 different simple F A-modules S andp i
x s  x . Hence the group ring RA consists of one block with multiplicityÃ Ãi
 w x.1 cf. 10, Chapter IV . Let P be the projective indecomposable RA-mod-0
 2 . 1 .ule with head S . The isomorphism A ( Aff 1, p shows that Ext S , S0 0 1
is nontrivial. Applying the Frobenius automorphism, one also gets
1 . Ext S , S / 0. Tensoring with S and applying the Jennings theorem cf.0 p i
w x.6 , one finds that the Loewy series of P rpP is0 0
0
1 p
2 p q 1 2 p
? .
? .
? .
p y 1 2 p y 1 ??? p p y 1 .  .
22 p y 1 ??? ??? p y p q 1
. ?. ?. ?
2 2p y p y 1 p y 2
0
where the simple module with character x is simply denoted by i 0 F i FÃi
2 .p y 2 .
The restriction of the character x to the subgroup B of A is the sum of
two characters c and c 9. c and c 9 have the same p-modular constituents
 .   2 . .x i s 0, . . . , p y 1 r2 y 1 . Restricting P to the subgroup B ofÃi < B 0
A, one obtains a projective indecomposable B-module, the subdirect sum
of the projective lattices f P , f P \ L and f P \ L9. The amalgamat-0 0 c 0 c 9 0
 . 2ing factor f q f P rf P [ f P has to contain all those simple Fc c 9 0 c 0 c 9 0 p
B-modules that do not occur twice in the same layer of the Loewy series of
 .  .  .  .P rpP rsoc P rpP ( f q f P rp f q f P . In particular, it con-0 0 0 0 c c 9 0 c c 9 0
 .tains the module with character x .Ã py1.r2 < B
Ä ÄNow let l s l q pl be an irreducible p-modular character of1 2
 2 . 2  2 .PSL p . The eigenvalues of an element of order p y 1 in SL p on2 2
l1y2 k1 pl2y2 k 2 .  2 .the module V are z z , where z g C is a primitive p y 1 thl
 .root of unity and k runs from 0 to l i s 1, 2 . Hence the triviali i
 .character x occurs in the restriction of l to B, if and only if l is even.Ã0 < B
 .On the other hand, if l is even and l , l - p y 1, then x isÃ1 2  py1.r2 < B
 .  .not a constituent of l . Namely, assume that l y2k qp l y2k '< B 1 1 2 2
 .  2 .  .  .p y 1 mod p y 1 . Since y p y 1 - l y 2k - p y 1 , one hasi i
2  .  .  .  2 .p y 1 s p y 1 q p p y 1 ) l y 2k q p l y 2k ) y p y 11 1 2 2
 .  .  2 .and therefore l y 2k q p l y 2k s p y 1 or p y 1 y p y 1 s1 1 2 2
 .p 1 y p . This is a contradiction.
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  2 . 4For even j g 2, . . . , p y 1 r2 , the restriction of d to B is c q c 9.j
Ã  p2y1 .r2 .  .Hence d s 2 x . To prove c s 1, it suffices to find aÃj B is0 i < B
 2 .character d of PSL p such that the degrees of the two even modularj 2
 2 .constituents of d are not divisible by p. For instance, for j s p y 1 r2,j
 .  .  .  .these constituents are p y 1 r2 q p p y 1 r2, p y 3 r2 q p p y 3 r2,
 .  .  .  .p q 1 r2 q p p y 1 r2, and p y 5 q p p y 3 r2. This implies the
proposition since p ) 3.
PROPOSITION 4.3. c s c .o e
Proof. Let P be the tensor product of the projective hull P of the1
 2 . 1.  2 .2 2natural F SL p -module V m V ( V with the natural F SL p -p 1 0 1 p 2
 2 .2module V . Then P is a projective F PSL p -module. The composition1 p 2
factors of the tensor products V m V can easily be calculated looking atl l9
the eigenvalues of the elements of a split torus on this module. So
1 . 1 .V m V s V [ V , because Ext V , V s Ext V , V s 0 by Theorem1 1 0 2 2 0 0 2
4.1 and Proposition 4.2. Hence P s P [ P [ V . The character of P is0 2 St 1
d q d q h q h . If c s 2, then the second layer of the Loewy3 2 py1 2 py3 1 o
series of P is1
2p y 4 q p p y 1 [ 2 q p p y 2 [ p y 2 q p p y 1 .  .  . .  .  .
2[ p p y 2 [ p y 4 q p p y 3 .  . .  .
2[ p y 3 q p [ p y 2 q p p y 3 , .  . .
where the simple module V is simply denoted by l and l2 stands forl
 .2 2 2V [ V . Now V m V s V [ V again the Ext-groups are 0 .l l 1 p y4 p y3 p y5
But neither of these two modules occurs in the second layer of the Loewy
series of P. So one gets contradiction and c s 1.o
w xNote that the last two propositions can also be obtained from 1 .
w xThe following proposition is shown in 9, Theorem 3.1 .
1. 19. X 0 1  ..PROPOSITION 4.4. L ( L ( L l , l , .I I 0 0
y1. y1.9 0 1  ..PROPOSITION 4.5. L ( L ( L g , g 9, .0 0
w xProof. In 4 , it is shown that the p-adic Schur index of h is 2. Hence
Ly1. s R m L, where L is a graduable order in a matrix ring over the
central division algebra D of degree 4 over Q . The graduated hull of L isp
a maximal order in this algebra. In particular, the maximal separable
 w x.suborder cf. 10, IIb L is isomorphic to a matrix ring over R. Note that0
R is isomorphic to the ring of integers in a maximal unramified subfield of
D. Hence L s L [ p jpL for some j, where p is a prime element in D.0 0
In particular, the sum of the two nondiagonal entries of the exponent
matrix of R m L is odd. Since the defect of the whole block is 2, this
implies that R m L is as in the proposition.
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The consideration above describes the graduated hull G s
e .  2 . [ f RSL p of RG. To describe the group ring resp. the two blocksj 2
.of defect 2 itself, we have to describe the amalgamations between the
idempotents of G that map onto the central primitive idempotents of
 .GrJ G in RG.
DEFINITION 4.6. Let L be an R-order. Let P be the direct sum of
representatives of the isomorphism classes of projective indecomposable
 .L-modules. Then the order D [ End P is called the basic order of L.L
The module P induces a Morita equivalence between L and its basic
order D which also gives rise to a Morita equivalence of KL and KD,
 .  .respectively LrJ L and DrJ D . In particular, there is a natural bijection
 .  . between the central primitive idempotents of LrJ L and DrJ D respec-
.tively KL and KD .
 .The order RG is a symmetric order with respect to T : a, b ¬u
1y2 e . y1. y1.9 1. 1.9 .   ..trace aub , where u s p e f q f q yf y f q f q fj 0 2
 w  .x. 2q f cf. 10, III.2 . For 0 F l - p , let e be an idempotentSt l
 .of RG that maps onto the central primitive idempotent of RGrJ RG
w  .xbelonging to the Brauer character l. Then 12, Proposition 6.4 , also the
orders e RGe are symmetric with respect to the restriction of T . Let Dl l u
be the basic order of RG. For each irreducible Brauer character l of RG,
let eX be an idempotent of D that maps onto the central primitivel
 .  .idempotent of DrJ D corresponding to e q J RG , and for a centrall
primitive idempotent f of KG, the corresponding central primitive idem-
potent of KD is denoted by f 9. Then the order eX DeX \ O is a symmetricl l l
n  .R-order in R , where n s c . Moreover, O rJ O ( RrpR and thel, l l l
conductor of Rn in O , which is defined as the maximal Rn-ideal that isl
contained in O , is p2Rn. These conditions determine the orders e RGel l l
up to Morita equivalence as shown in the next lemma.
LEMMA 4.7. Let R9 be a discrete ¨aluation ring with prime element p and
X n  .O an R9-order in R that is symmetric with respect to a , . . . , a ,1 n
 .. y2  .b , . . . , b ¬ p d a b . Assume that OrJ O ( R9rp R9 is simple and1 n i i i
X n 2 X n  .that the conductor of R in O is p R . Then O has an R9-basis 1, . . . , 1 ,
 .  .  2 ..0, p , 0, . . . , 0, yd rd p , . . . , 0, . . . , 0, p , yd rd p , 0, . . . , 0, p .2 n ny1 n
Proof. Since O is symmetric, the conductor of RX n in O is the dual
 X n.  . < X n <R * and therefore n d s 0 for all 1 F i F n. Moreover, R rO sp i
< X X < n  .  X n .R rp R . Since OrJ O s Or p R l O is simple, it follows that
X n  X X.ny2 X  2 .R rO ( R rp R [ R r p R9. Now 1 g O implies that O has a
 .  .  .  2 ..basis 1, . . . , 1 , 0, p , 0, . . . , 0, a p , . . . , 0, . . . , 0, p , a p , 0, . . . , 0, p2 ny1
for some a g RX. Taking scalar products of these elements with 1 iti
 .follows that a ' yd rd mod p .i i n
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Since PG s [ e RGe , we now only have to describe the e RGe sl, l9 l l9 l l
e RGe -bimodules e RGe , for l / l9. If c F 2, the module is alreadyl9 l9 l l9 l, l9
determined by the corresponding entries in the exponent matrix of the
e . X X  .  .relevant L . Namely, then e De is of the form RR x [ a, b gj l l9
<  .4  .R [ R a ' bx mod p for some x g R and hence isomorphic to RR 1 .
But even in this easy situation one may have the problem that not every
system of bimodule automorphisms lifts to a ring automorphism because
there may be multiplicative relations between the relevant matrix units in
the graduated overorder.
But in our situation, one can show, using Lemma 3.6, that every system
of bimodule automorphisms of the eX DeX is induced by a conjugation withl l9
diagonal matrices.
So we only have to deal with e RGe for l / l9 with c s 4. Only thel l9 l, l9
two p-modular constituents l and lX of h and h9 and the twoI I
p-modular constituents g and g 9 of d and d 9 satisfy c X s c s 4.l , l g , g 9I I
 .LEMMA 4.8. Let e s "1 and L respecti¨ ely L9 be an irreducible
e .  e 9. .L -lattice respecti¨ ely L -lattice . Then LrpL and L9rpL9 are not isomor-
phic as RG-modules.
Proof. Assume that LrpL ( L9rpL9 are isomorphic RG-modules.
 .  .Let SL p ( U F G be a subgroup of G isomorphic to SL p .2 2
Choose h, h9, d , d 9 such that the elements x of order p of U satisfy
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .h x s 1 q p r2, h9 x s 1 y p r2, d x s y1 q p r2, and d 9 x s
 .  . py1.r2y1 y p r2. Let s [ y1 . Calculating scalar products with help
w xof the character tables of G and U in 11 , one gets that h s 1 q 1 qU
 . . .  . .  .p q 1 y s r2 p q 1 r2 q p q 1 r29 q 2 p q 1 is the sum of two
times the trivial character plus the Steinberg character plus the two
 .conjugate characters of degree p q 1 r2 if they are not faithful plus
two times the sum over all nonfaithful characters of degree p q 1 of U,
X  . . .  . .  .and h s p q 1 q s r2 p y 1 r2 q p y 1 r29 q 2 p y 1 is theU
 .Steinberg character plus the two conjugate characters of degree p y 1 r2
if they are not faithful plus two times the sum over all nonfaithful
characters of degree p y 1 of U. So the ordinary characters in the
principal block of RU that belong to h correspond to the first, third, . . .
vertex of the Brauer tree of RU and the ones of h9 to the remaining
vertices. In particular, L and L9 are direct sums of homogeneous RU-
lattices, i.e., preserved by the central primitive idempotents of KU.
 .  .Let M resp. M9 be the maximal RG-sublattice of L resp. L9 . Since
l and lX are distinct self-dual Brauer characters of G, the lattice M isI I
isomorphic to the dual lattice of L. Hence the RU-constituents in the
head of LrM are the duals of the ones in the socle of LrM. Since the
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RU-constituents of LrM are self-dual and occur with multiplicity 1, LrM
is a semisimple RU-module. Analogously, one gets that L9rM9, MrpL,
and M9rpL9 are semisimple RU-modules.
Therefore, one finds that L and L9 are direct sums of irreducible
RU-lattices. In particular, the trivial constituent occurs twice in the head of
L and only once in the head of LX .< RU < RU
 . . .  . .  .Analogously, d s 1 q s r2 p q 1 r2 q p q 1 r29 q 2 p q 1<U
 .is the sum of the two characters of degree p q 1 r2 if they are faithful
plus two times the sum over all faithful characters of degree p q 1 and U,
X  . . .  . .  .and d s 1 y s r2 p y 1 r2 q p y 1 r29 q 2 p y 1 is the sum<U
 .of the two characters of degree p y 1 r2 if they are faithful plus two
times the sum over all faithful characters of degree p y 1 of U.
As above, one finds that as RU-lattices, L and L9 are distinct direct
sums of irreducible RU-lattices and LrpL is not isomorphic to L9rpL9 as
RU-module.
w xFrom 5 one gets the following.
LEMMA 4.9. The irreducible characters ha¨ing modular constituents lI
and lX are h, h9, d 2 , and d 2F s d 2 . The irreducibleI  p y1.r2  p y1.r2  py1. r2
characters ha¨ing modular constituents g and g 9 are d , d 9, h 2 , and p y3.r2
h 2F s h 2 . p y3.r2  p y2 py1.r2
Let e [ eX and f [ eX X . Write the matrices of D and its graduated hulll l2 2
G9 with respect to a suitable basis of the projective indecomposable
 .  .D-module De. Then the order e q f G9 e q f is the direct sum of four
X 0 1  ..hereditary orders isomorphic to L l , l , , corresponding to theI I 0 0
central primitive idempotents of KD in the order of the lemma above, plus
the direct sum of two copies of R. In particular, f GXe is the direct sum of
four copies of R belonging to the zeros in the lower left corner of the four
.2 = 2 exponent matrices .
PROPOSITION 4.10. View the order D embedded in its graduated hull G9.
Then f G9e is a direct sum of four copies of R corresponding to the central
primiti¨ e idempotents in the order of Lemma 4.9.
 .i fDe is spanned by the rows of the matrix M [
1 0 1 1
0 1 1 y1
.0 0 p 0 00 0 0 p
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 .ii eD f is the dual of fDe spanned by the rows of
2 p2 0 0 0
20 2 p 0 0 .
2 p 2 p p 0 0
2 p y2 p 0 p
Proof. Because of Lemma 4.8, the projections onto the first two columns
w xof M are not equivalent modulo p. By 1 , the second layer of the Loewy
series of the projective indecomposable RG-module P with head l hasl II
only two direct summands isomorphic to lX . This implies that the elemen-I
tary divisors of M are 1, 1, p, p. Therefore, M is of the form
1 0 a b
0 1 c d
M [ 0 0 p g 00 0 0 p
for some a, b, c, d g RU , g g R. The dual of fDe is contained in eG9 f ,
which implies that g s 0.
The Frobenius automorphism F fixes the first two components of eG9 f
and interchanges the last two ones, whereas the outer automorphism a
 2 .  2 .induced by the elements in PGL p _ PSL p interchanges the first2 2
two components of f G9e and fixes the last two ones. Therefore, a and F
act as right multiplication with
0 a 0 0 b 0 0 01 1
a 0 0 0 0 b 0 02 2resp.
0 0 a 0 0 0 0 b3 3 0  00 0 0 a 0 0 b 04 4
 .for some a , b g R* 1 F i F 4 . This gives the equalities c s a ra a si i 3 1
a ra a, d s a ra b s a ra b, b s b rb a s b rb a, d s b rb c s2 3 4 1 2 4 1 4 3 1 2 4
b rb c.3 2
Multiplying a with ay1Id and F with by1Id, we may assume that3 1
a s b s 1. Then b s a s "1 and b s 1rb and a s 1ra .3 1 2 4 4 3 2 1
With respect to a suitable basis, one may assume that a s b s c s 1,
d s b s "1.2
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The order eD f is the dual of fDe and hence spanned by the rows of
2 p2 0 0 0
20 2 p 0 0 .
2 p 2 p p 0 0
2 p 2 dp 0 p
By Lemma 4.8, also here the projections onto the first two columns are not
2congruent modulo p and therefore d s y1.
The discussion in the case of g is similar. So let e [ eX and f [ eX .g g 9
PROPOSITION 4.11. View the order D embedded in its graduated hull G9.
Then f GXe is a direct sum of three copies of R and one copy of pR
corresponding to the central primiti¨ e idempotents in the order of Lemma 4.9.
 .i fDe is spanned by the rows of the matrix
1 0 1 p
0 1 1 yp
M [ .0 0 p 0 020 0 0 p
 .ii eD f is the dual of fDe spanned by the rows of
p2 0 0 0
20 p 0 0 .
2 p 2 p p 0 0
2 p y2 p 0 1
Proof. Because of Lemma 4.8, the projections onto the first two columns
w xof M are not equivalent modulo p. By 1 , the second layer of the Loewy
series of the projective indecomposable RG-module P with head g hasg
only two direct summands isomorphic to g 9. This implies that the elemen-
tary divisors of M are 1, 1, p, p2. So
1 0 a pb
0 1 c pd
M s .0 0 p g 020 0 0 p
Dualizing yields g s 0.
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 2 .The outer automorphism a induced by the elements in PGL p _2
 2 .PSL p interchanges the first two components of f G9e and fixes the last2
two ones. As in the proof of Proposition 4.10, one gets that there is
a g R* and e g "1 such that c s a a and d s ea b.1 1 1
Now the Frobenius automorphism F maps fDe onto its dual eD f. One
has
px 0 pbt az
0 py pdt cz
FM s 0 0 0 pz 020 0 p t 0
for some x, y, z, t g R*. Since eD f is the dual of fDe, one gets tbc q zad
 .  .  .' tad q zbc ' cd t q z y yr2 ' ab t q z y xr2 ' 0 mod p . There-
fore, t q e z s 0 but t q z / 0 and hence e s y1. After multiplying the
basis vectors in G9 by some elements of R*, one may achieve a s c s
b s yd s 1.
Remark 4.12. One easily concludes that the description of the group
 2 .ring RSL p above is also valid for p s 3.2
 2 .5. THE RING Z SL pp 2
DEFINITION 5.1. Let K 9 be a finite extension of Q with ring ofp
integers R9 and A a finite-dimensional separable K 9-algebra. An R9-order
O in A is called nearly graduated if O contains a full system of orthogonal
primitive idempotents of A.
Remark 5.2. Let O be a nearly graduated order in A ( [ A . Then Oi
is isomorphic to a direct sum of nearly graduated orders O in the simplei
algebras A . If D is a division algebra and A ( Dn=n is simple, then O isi
isomorphic to an order of the form
O ni=n j \ L n , . . . , n , O . .  /i j 1 s i j1Fi , jFs 1Fi , jFs
for some s and n q ??? qn s n, where the O are orders in D and O is1 s i i i j
an O -O -bimodule in D, 1 F i, j F s.i i j j
For the nearly graduated orders, the dual can be calculated almost as
easily as for graduated orders. If O is an overorder of a symmetric order
 . L, then the dual coincides with the right or left conductor of O in L cf.
w x w  .x.7 , 10, Proposition III.7 . If O s [ f L is obtained from L by adjoin-i
ing some central idempotents f of KL to L, then the conductor of O ini
 .L is [ L l f L .i
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w  .xThe next lemma can be shown as 10, Theorem III.8 .
 .LEMMA 5.3 Conductor formula for nearly graduated orders . Let K 9 be
a finite extension of Q and R9 the ring of integers in K 9. Let L be ap
symmetric R9-order in a separable K 9-algebra A s [h A ( Dnk=n k withks1 k k
h   ..respect to the generalized race map T , u s  u 0 / u g Z A , andu ks1 k k k
O an order in A containing L. Then the conductor of O in L is the dual Oa
of O. If O is of the form [h Ok . and Ok 0 . is a nearly graduated order ofks1
 ni=n j. athe form O for some s for some 1 F k F h, then O si j 1F i, jF s 0
h k .a y1 a.ni=n j. a[ O s u O , where O is the dual of O withks1 k ji 1F i, jF s ji ji0
respect to the reduced trace: D ª K 9.k 0
 .Remark 5.4. Let O be a Z -order in K such that R m O ( x, y gp Z p
<  a .4 aR [ R x ' y mod p R for some a g Z . Then O s Z q p R \G 0 p
 .  .  . j iR a . The R a -modules in K are of the form M j, i s p Z u q p R forp
some unit u g R and i G j g Z with i y j F a.
 2 .From the previous section we know the ring RG s R m Z SL p .Z p 2p
Let G be the order in Q G generated by Z G and the central primitive0 p p
idempotents of Q G. Then Z m G is contained in the graduated hull Gp p Z 0p
 .of RG and one has Z G ( Z m G l RG. Therefore it suffices top p Z 0p
describe G .0
LEMMA 5.5. Assume that the l / lF are p-modular constituents of some
 2 .irreducible character x of SL p .2
 . Fa If x is not faithful, then x s x .
 .  .  .b If x is faithful, then l s g s p y 1 r2 q p p y 3 r2 or l s
g F s g 9.
 .  . FProof. a If x and therefore l is not faithful, then l and l are
equivalent modulo 2. By Lemma 3.2, the Cartan invariant c F s 1. Sincel, l
l and lF are also constituents of x F, this implies x s x F.
Ä Ä .b Let l s l q pl . Then exactly one of l and l is odd. As-1 2 1 2
sume that there are e , e s "1, with e l q pl s e l q pl . Hence1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1
 .  . Fp y e r p y e l s l . Therefore, either e s e and l s l or e s1 2 1 2 1 2 1
ye and l s g or g 9.2
Assume now that there are e , e , e s "1, with e l q pl s p2 y1 2 1 1 2
 .  .e y e l q pl . If e s 1, then either e s e and l ' l mod 2 ,2 2 1 1 2 1 2
 . which is a contradiction, or e s ye and l s p q e r2, l s p y1 2 1 2 2
. F  .e r2, and l is one of g or g . Hence e s y1 and p l q l q e l q2 1 2 2 2
2  .e l s p q 1. If l q l F p y 2, then the left-hand side is F p p y 21 1 1 2
 . 2 2q p y 2 s p y p y 2 - p q 1, and if l q l G p q 2, then the left-1 2
 .  . 2 2 hand side is G p p q 2 y p q 2 s p q p y 2 ) p q 1 p s 3 is here
 ..impossible since the l F p y 1 i s 1, 2 . Since l q l is odd, thisi 1 2
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implies that l q l s p and e l q e l s 1. This again implies that1 2 2 2 1 1
l s g or l s g 9.
THEOREM 5.6. Let G be the Z -order in Q G generated by Z G and the0 p p p
central primiti¨ e idempotents of Q G, and let f be a central primiti¨ ep
 .idempotent of KG. Let f G s L l , . . . , l , M be the direct summand of the1 s
graduated hull G of RG corresponding to f. Assume that the action of the
Frobenius automorphism F on the irreducible Brauer characters l is such thati
lF s l for 1 F i F a and lF / l for a - i F s, for some 1 F a F s.i i i i
 . F Fa If f / f , then f [ f q f is a central primiti¨ e idempotent in0
Q G. If f belongs to h 2 or h 2 s h 2F , then f G isp  p y3.r2  p y2 py1.r2  p y3.r2 0 0
isomorphic to the suborder of the graduated order
X [ L R , p2 y 4 p q 3 r4, p2 q 4 p q 3 r4, .  .
0 1 1 2
0 0 1 12 2p y 1 r4, p y 1 r4, .  . 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
ha¨ing the last two blockdiagonal matrices congruent modulo p.
In the other cases, f G is a nearly graduated Z -order in f Q G and0 0 p 0 p
  .  .  m i j . .f G ( L l 1 , . . . , l 1 , p R , where0 0 1 s i j 1F i, jF s
R 1 , if i s j F a or i / j F a and c s 2, . l , li jR si j  R , else.
 . F  2 .b If f s f , then f g Q SL p . Let O be the suborder O [ R qp 2
pZ2=2 of Z2=2, where R F Z2=2 ¨ia the regular representation, and O be thep p p
maximal order in the central Q -di¨ ision algebra of index 2. Assume thatp
F   . .l s l 1 F i F s y a r2 and that the exponent matrix of f G isaq i aqs.r2qi
written with respect to a basis of an F-in¨ariant irreducible f G-lattice. Then
 m i j li1.=l j1..f G ( p R , where0 i j 1F i, jF aqs.r2
Z , if i , j F a,¡ p
1=2Z , if i F a, j ) a,p
2=1Z , if j F a, i ) a,p~R si j 2=2Z , if i / j ) a,p
O , if i s j ) a and m q m s 2,i ,  sya.r2qi  sya.r2qi , i¢O , if i s j ) a and m q m s 1.i ,  sya.r2qi  sya.r2qi , i
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If the last case occurs for some i, then x s d or d 9 and f G (0
O  p
2y1 .r2= p2y1 .r2.
 .  2 . m= mProof. a Then f G is an order in f Q SL p ( K for some0 0 0 p 2
 F .m g N, with R m f G s f q f RG. Since fRG is a graduated order,0 0
 .there are orthogonal primitive idempotents x g fRG 1 F j F m .j
Assume first that f does not belong to h 2 or h 2 s p y3.r2  p y2 py1.r2
h 2F . With Lemma 5.5 and Lemma 4.9, one finds that then x q x F g p y3.r2 j j
 .f G 1 F j F m is a system of orthogonal primitive idempotents of0 0
 2 .f Q SL p . Therefore, f G is a nearly graduated order f G (0 p 2 0 0 0 0
  .  .  . .L l 1 , . . . , l 1 , O , where O are Z -submodules of K. By1 s i j 1F i, jF s i j p
 .Remark 5.4, one has O s R 1 if i F a and O s R if i ) a. Moreover,i i i i
O is an O s O -bimodule in K and, therefore, O s pm i j R if i ) a ori j i i j j i j
m i j m i j  .  .j ) a and O s p R or O ( p R 1 if i, j F a. The dual of R 1 withi j i j
 .respect to the trace: K ª Q is 1rp Z ¨ q R for any unit ¨ g R withp p
 .trace ¨ s 0.
m i j  .If O ( p R 1 , then the conductor formula Lemma 5.3 says that thei j
 . a 2ym i j . 2ym i jy1  .ji position of f G is p 1rp Z ¨ q R ( p R 1 . Therefore,0 0 p
m q m s 1 and fe Z Ge s fe G e and fe Z Ge s fe G e .i j ji l p l l 0 l l p l l 0 li j i j j i j im i j  .If c s 2, then tensoring with R shows that O ( p R 1 , but ifl , l i ji j m i j  .c ) 2, then Proposition 4.10 implies that O ( p R. This implies al , l i ji j
in the second case.
Now assume that f belongs to h 2 or h 2 s h 2F . p y3.r2  p y2 py1.r2  p y3.r2
w x 2Using 5 , one finds that the p-modular constituents of h are p y3.r2
 .  .  .  .p y 5 r2 q p p y 3 r2, p q 1 r2 q p p y 1 r2, g , and g 9. As above,
one finds that f G is a suborder of the graduated order X. The amalga-0 0
 .mations between the idempotents of X in f G are the projections via f0 0
of the ones in Lemma 4.7. By Proposition 4.11, there are no amalgama-
tions between the off-diagonal entries.
 .b Now one has to make a Galois descent for the graduated order
 .f G. The semisimple F -algebra f G rJ f G is isomorphic top 0 0
[a F li1.=l i1. [ [aqs.r2 F 2l j1.=l j1. as it can be read off from the actionis1 p js1 p
of F on the modular constituents of the Frobenius character x that
 .belongs to f. Lifting the central primitive idempotents of f G rJ f G to0 0
orthogonal idempotents e , . . . , e of f G , one has pm i j R ( e f G e .1 aqs.r2 0 i j i 0 j
Since the center of Q f G is Q , one gets that R ( Z if i, j F a. Ifp 0 p i j p
i ) a, then R is a Z -order in a central simple algebra of dimension 4i i p
over Q . If m q m s 1, then l and lF are not equiva-p i,  sya.r2qi  sya.r2qi, i i i
lent modulo 2. Hence l is faithful and Lemma 5.5 says that l s g or g F.i i
Lemma 4.9 now yields that x s d or d 9 and f G ( O  p2y1 .r2= p2y1 .r2.0
As in the proof of Proposition 4.5, one finds that R s R q pZ2=2 ifi i p
m q m s 2. Since the exponent matrix is written withi,  sya.r2qi  sya.r2qi, i
respect to an F-invariant lattice, one has m s m for all j F a.j, i j,  sya.r2qi
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Therefore, R ( Z1=2 and R ( Z2=1 for j F a - i. If s y a ) 2, thenji p i j p
a s 0 and s s 4 and the exponent matrix of f G is of the shape
0 1 a b
1 0 c d
1 y a 1 y c 0 1 0
1 y b 1 y d 1 0
 4for some a, b, c, d g 0, 1 . Since all Brauer characters of G are self-dual,
2=2one finds a s b s c s d. Hence R ( R ( Z in this case.12 21 p
Frequently used notations
p: an odd prime, p ) 3 in Chapter 4.
R, K : KrQ unramified of degree 2 with ring of integers R.p
K 9, R9: arbitrary p-adic fields, resp. valuation rings.
 2 .G [ SL p .2
G: graduated hull of RG.
D: basic order of RG.
  2 .h 1 F a F p y 3 r2, h, h9: Frobenius characters of G of degreea
s  s .p q 1, p q 1 r2.
  2 .d 1 F a F p y 1 r2, d , d 9: Frobenius characters of G of degreea
2  2 .p y 1, p y 1 r2.
f e .: central primitive idempotent of KG corresponding to d ifa a
e s y1, resp. h if e s 1.a
Le . [ f e .RG.a a
x : arbitrary Frobenius characters.
F: Frobenius automorphism of F 2rF or KrQ .p p p
l s l q pl : Brauer character of G.1 2
e : an idempotent in RG that maps onto the central primitive idempo-l
 .tent of RGrJ RG corresponding to l.
 .  .l [ p y 1 r2 q p p y 1 r2: the p-modular constituent of h ofI
 . .2degree p q 1 r2 .
X  .  .l [ p y 3 r2 q p p y 3 r2: the p-modular constituent of h ofI
 . .2degree p y 1 r2 .
 .  .  .  .g [ p y 1 r2 q p p y 3 r2, g 9 [ p y 3 r2 q p p y 1 r2: the
  2 . .p-modular constituents of d of degree p y 1 r4 .
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